
 

   

 

    

Welcome to our spring 2 newsletter. We hope you all had a well-earned restful 

break.  This is just a reminder about the remote courses we have on offer this half term. 

Each remote course is just £35 with a bursary of £220 for the first teacher to attend form 

your school each academic year.  We also have a range of free online courses. This 

month sees the release of a brand new online course, ‘Getting Started Teaching 

Computing in Primary Schools’. 

   

As a hub we are here to support you with implementing and developing your computing 

curriculum, schools in LAD 5 and 6 are entitled to 0.5 day fully funded bespoke support. 

If you are not in one of these areas then please get in touch with our Primary Lead 

Sarah at svaughan@potteries.ac.uk to find out how we can support your school now.   

 

Make sure to follow us on Twitter @ComputingHubSOT for all things computing and 

course updates! 
 

 

UPCOMING CPD COURSES 
 

 

 

   

THIS SPRING TERM 
 

Discover our range of professional 

development courses, designed to help 

you teach computing. Courses cater for all 

levels of knowledge, with bursaries 

available for school and college to help 

your participate! 

 

Click the button below to view all of our 

upcoming courses! 

 

If you have any questions please do not 

hesitate to contact us on 

TeachComputing@potteries.ac.uk 
 

 

View available courses  
 

    

http://email.teachcomputing.org/c/15DC5CXDhuZH4ZJX8gPDCn
http://email.teachcomputing.org/c/15DC5CXDhuZH4ZJX8gPDCn
http://email.teachcomputing.org/c/15DC6aeHclmyHI03KEW7lE
mailto:svaughan@potteries.ac.uk
http://email.teachcomputing.org/c/15DC6HvL7bJqkqgan32B4V
http://email.teachcomputing.org/c/15DC7eMP226hX8wgZr94Oc
mailto:TeachComputing@potteries.ac.uk
mailto:TeachComputing@potteries.ac.uk
http://email.teachcomputing.org/c/15DC7M3SWSt9zQMnBPfyxt


Primary programming 

and algorithms 
 

During this CPD, you will discover 

engaging and effective ways to help 

children use computational thinking. You’ll 

help them develop their knowledge of how 

technology works, and the skills to make 

computers follow instructions through 

simple programs. A range of approaches 

will be explored, including ‘unplugged’ 

activities that require no computer. You’ll 

also gain confidence in leading 

programming and multimedia activities 

that allow creativity and promote 

widespread engagement. 
 

 

CLICK HERE  
 

   

Teaching and leading 
key stage 2 computing - 
module 2 
 

This CPD follows on from the first 

module to fully cover the KS2 computing 

curriculum. Skilfully combining a wide 

range of software applications and 

multimedia such as video, images and 

sound, you will be better able to support 

children in creative and engaging project 

work across the whole primary curriculum. 

They will develop their ability to select the 

right tool for the job, then use them in a 

considered, effective way. 
 

 

CLICK HERE  
 

   

 

Teaching and leading 

key stage 2 computing - 

module 1 
 

Through key stage 2, the computing 

curriculum aims to deepen understanding 

of computer science, information 

technology and digital literacy. Children 

become more skilled, and critical, users of 

technology, choosing tools that helps them 

achieve their goals while developing safe, 

and acceptable, online behaviours. 
 

 

CLICK HERE  
 

   

Introduction to primary 
computing 
 

Computing in primary schools is a 

practical, creative and knowledge-rich 

subject. This course provides teachers 

with the knowledge and confidence to get 

started on the journey to outstanding 

computing in your school, whether you’re 

a subject coordinator or another interested 

teacher. 
 

 

CLICK HERE  
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

http://email.teachcomputing.org/c/15DC8jkWRIQ1cz2uedm2gK
http://email.teachcomputing.org/c/15DC8QC0MzcSPhiAQBsw01
http://email.teachcomputing.org/c/15DC8QC0MzcSPhiAQBsw01
http://email.teachcomputing.org/c/15DC9nT4HpzKrZyHsZyZJi
http://email.teachcomputing.org/c/15DC9Va8CfWC4HOO5nFtsz
http://email.teachcomputing.org/c/15DCaZIgrWGlk8l1k9SqV7


ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 
 

 

 

 

Barefoot Primary 

Resources 
 

Choose from a selection of cross-
curricular lessons and classroom 
resources that are easy to teach and fun 
to learn! 
 

 

CLICK HERE  
 

   

 

Festival of Computing 

The University of Plymouth, in 
collaboration with Computing at School 
(CAS), is running a virtual conference, the 
Festival of Computing, on 5 March. 
  
 

FIND OUT MORE  
 

   

 

 

http://email.teachcomputing.org/c/15DCbwZkmN3cWQB7WxYUEo
http://email.teachcomputing.org/c/15DCc4gohDq4zyReyW5onF

